Wearing Tim

In order to stay as cool as possible, only wear a t-shirt, shorts, and socks inside of the costume. Long hair should be tied back.

Here's a handy checklist to use when putting on the costume. These steps are in order, so just go down the list:

- **Vest** – put icepacks in pockets; put on vest; zip up the front
- **Prep head** – put small icepack in pocket and turn on the fan
- **Black body form** – step into the form; secure gold connectors; zip up the back
- **Furry body** – step into the body and pull it up half way; make sure feet are placed inside elastic secure straps
- **Paws** – step into the paws
- **Head** – with your partner’s help, lower the mascot’s head over your head and onto your shoulders; velcro the straps under your arms
- **Furry body part 2** – pull the body cover up and insert arms; zip up over the black body form making sure to cover the base of the head
- **Shirt** – put on the MIT shirt so that the logo is on the front; zip up the back
- **Hands** – put on the hands just like you put on gloves

Unsure about one of the steps? Review the training videos anytime at [http://renttim.mit.edu](http://renttim.mit.edu).